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Introduction 
In recent work, Gieseker [I], has constructed moduli for vector bundles on 
algebraic surfaces. However, practically nothing is known about these moduli 
schemes. 
IJy restricting attention to a coarser equivalence relation than isomorphism 
(namely, fibre equivalence), and by specializing to the case of ruled surfaces, we 
show in this note that the equivalence classes of hnndles of fixed rank and a fixed 
discrete invariant, P, are in l-l correspondence with the rational points of the it - 1. 
fold product of the Hilbert Scheme of 6’. Here, C is the base curve of the ruled 
surface X on which we take our vector bundles. Since all possible P’s are known, 
(they are certain convex polygons), this classifies tLe fibre equivalence classes of 
rank r vector bundles on X Moreover, it shows the complexity of Gieseker’s 
moduli scheme, since it suggests a very basic ma :phism .of this scheme onto a 
suitable product of Hilbert Schemes. 
Our vector bundles are torsion-free &-module!*, Aat over C, whose restrictions 
to each fibre, X,, are still torsion-free. 
Classification up to fibre equivalence 
The symbol X will always denote a ruled surface with base curve C, and = will 
denote the structure morphism X + L9 (So, X is a PGL (1) bundle over C with fibre 
P’.) If x E C, write X, for the fibre a-‘(c) as a scheme over the residue field K(E). A 
vector bundle on X may be considered as a “twisted” algebraic family of vector 
bundles on P” parametrized by c, by associating with each_ cE C the pull-back of 
the bundle’ to Xc. 
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Let S be an irreducible Noetherian scheme over an algebraically closed field, K, 
and let Y be P’xkS. If E is a rank r bundle on Y and s is a point of S, then Es (the 
bundle induced on Ys) is 
unique way [2]. Write 
Es = GJal)@ l 
and form the partial sums 
a sum of line bundles of non-increasing degrees in a 
0 QY* (a, 1, 
E’,” = h 6'ys(ai). 
i = 1 
We obtain the complete Harder-Narasimhan Flag (HNF) of Es 
(*I Es > EF-” >. l l > E:) > (0), 
as explained in [4] and IS]. Now form the convex polygon whose vertices are the 
points 
(0, O), (rk(E?‘), deg(.#‘)), . . . , (rk(E?), deg(Ef-‘I)), (rk(E,), deg(&)). 
This is the Harder-Narasimhan Polygon (HNP) of E,, and we denote it by 
HNP(E, s). As a function on S to the partially ordered set of convex polygons with 
lattice point vertices, HNP(E, s) is known to be upper semi-continuous (cf. ES]). 
Moreover, if u E S is its generic point and P = HNP(E, a), then the set 
U={s&(HNP(E,s)=P} 
is open. Consequently, if S is one-dimensional as we shall henceforth assume, the 
complement of U is a finite set of points ~1, . . . , pn. 
For elch pi, we form .he r - 1 tuple of non-negative integers 
HNP(E, pi)- HNP(E, (+) 
whose jth component (15; j s r - 1) is deg(EE’)-deg(Eg’). For fixed j, we obtain 
the non-negative divisor 
Di(E) = i (HNP(E, pi) - HNP(E, o))ipi* 
i = 1 
By omitting a finite number of points 01, O . . , Q, from C, our X becomes a scheme, 
Y, over S = C-((21, . . . , Q,) of the type above. In this case, we merely set 
Dj(E) = i (HNP(E, pi)- HNP(E, u))jpi 
i=l 
(HNP(E, Qi)- HNP(E, a))jQiv 
and the map: 8 : E++(D*(E), . . . , D,-l(E)) takes Vect”‘(X)(k) to Hilb&k)‘-‘. 
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Here, Vect”‘(X)(k) consists of the rank I bundles on X over k. Observe 
that Vect(‘)(X)(k) breaks up as the disjoint union &VectP(X)(k), in which 
VectP(X)(k) consists of the bundles E on X over k such that HNP(E, cb) = P. This 
yields the basic map 
8 : VectP(X)(k) + Hilbc,k (k) t-l . 
Call two vector bundles E, F on xfibre equr”ualent if and only if for every c E C, 
there is an isomorphism p= :E, s F,. (Of course, these isomorphisms need not be 
compatible one with the other.) 
We can now state and prove our result.. 
Theorem, Let X be a ruled surface with base curve C aizd let P be a fixed r-sided 
coitvex polygon starting at (0,O) and. having lattice point vertices. TYten the mapping 9 
is a bijection of VectP(X)(K)/(fibre equivalence) and Hilb&K)‘-l for every 
algebraically closed ovejield, K, of k. 
Proof. In view of the decomposition of vector bundles over P’, it is clear that E 
and F. are fibre equivalent if and only if HNP(E, f) = HNP(F, t) for every point 
t E C. It follows (either by a simple direct argument, or by quoting the last pro- 
position of [5]) that E and F are fibre equivalent on X if and only if 9(E) = 8(F). 
Of course, both E and F come from Vectp(X)(AK). Consequently, we need only 
prove the surjectivity of 8. 
Given & Hilbc,@)‘-l, we krlow 6 = (Dl, . . . , I&), where the .Dj are non- 
negative divisors on C. Let C&) denote the union of the supports of the divisors 
comprising .[; we shall use induction on the cardinality of C&). The induction 
step itself is trivial, for we merely splice togethr r two vector bundles (con- 
structed for smaller values of the cardinality of C,(e)‘, along an open set in X 
of the form V-‘(U). This is always possible as * 11 our bundles agree on the 
generic fibre. 
So, we may and do assume )C&)I = 1. Our diviscbzs Di have the form nj * c, where 
c is the unique point of C&) and the Itj are non-negative integers. If P = 
(0 Y 9 1, v ) where yi is the ordinate of P at j, then the HNP of the supposed l *‘v,r 9 
bundle (whose image is 5) at c is P, = (0, y I+ n 1, . I . , y,-1 + n,-1, yr). Consequently, 
the problem is to find a bundle I.5 having a given HNP above P at c, and havin 
HNP exactly P everywhere lse. 
Pick an open subset of C, say U, containing c. We may choose U so that V-‘(U) 
is a product and r(u, 0’u) is a VFD. Let t denote a function in rf U, 
vanishes at c but does not vanish anywhere else on U. Write ai for the slope of the 
ith edge of P, and write QQ for the corresponding slope 
bundles 
V = u eP(ai) and W = u 0(ai) 
i i 
of PC. This yields the vector 
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on P’, and HNP( W) = PC 2 P = HNP( V). If %! = {k 1 ak s ak), then the main result 
of [6] yields an exact sequence 
of vector bundles on P’. 
Consider the exact sequence of bundles on Y = wW1( U) = U X P’ given by 
in which % = coker q, and q is given by the matrix 
Q 9 K= . 
KXK 
,4t every point of Y, the map Q has rank K; hence, % is a vector bundle on Y. When 
t = 0, we find instantly that 22” = W; so assume t # 0. Then the diagram 
is commutative. Here 
. 1 \ 
. ’ -;Qo,, 
I being n x n, and one sees that # is surjective and that (l/(p = 0. Hence, q exists as 
shown. Moreover, at any point s E U -{c j, it is easy to see that ker $ = Im Q; hence, 
q is an isomorphism on U -{c}. This proves that 99, = V for all s # c. Now we glue 
59 to the bundle uy-._ 1 6’x(ai) along a suitable: open set +“‘(U’) containing the 
generic fibre, and obtain E with 8(E)= [. Q.E.D. 
A remark on stability 
C. Hanna has essentially proved the following rtjSult. (Cf. [3], where Hanna treats 
the case of affine S; the general case can be handled similarly.) 
ropositIon (Hanna). Let S be a reduced, locally Noe rian scheme, let 7r : Y + S 
be a projective morphism, and assume every fibre of k . Let V be a vector bundle 
on Y such that HNp( V, s) is the same for every s E S, iznd let P be this fixed convex 
poljgon. Then, for each edge, e, of P, there exists a vector bundle, h(V),, on S such 
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that V is iso&orphic to the direct sum 
I1 ~*OW)e)O~~(Ae), 
edges of P 
where h, is the slops of the edge e and O’&,j is the Ae-foZd twisting of 6; by the fixed 
very ample sheaf on Y given by the projective map W. 
We wish to call attention to the following consequence of Hanna’s result: 
If V is an H-stable vector bundle on Y (H being the fixed very ample sheaf on Y 
over S) such that HNP( V, s) is constant, then all restrictions, V,, of V to the fibres of 
Y over S are semi-stable. Conversely, if every restriction VS is semi-stable then 
HNP(V, s) is constant for all s E S. 
For, by Hanna’s result, V is a direct sum over the edges of P = HI+P(V, s) of 
subbundles. However, V is stable, hence indecomposable; and this meTans that P 
has one edge. It follows immediately that each V, is semi-stable. Conversely, if 
each V, is semi-stable, the polygons HNP( V, s) are just straight lines from (0,O) to 
(r, d) (where r = rank V and d = degree V). Thus, the HNP(V, s) are constant. 
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